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Marvel contest of champions wiki

This game is quite a hit among gamers and we'll cover useful guides and tips to help you get ahead in the game. Bonus Class Often I get caught up in incredible battles that I forget to choose heroes with bonus advantages against certain classes. The class chain is listed below: Skill &gt; Tech &gt; Mutant
&gt; Science &gt; Mystic &gt; Cosmic &gt; Cosmic &gt; Skill Champion Class Strong Against Weak Against Weak Against Mutant Skill Skill Science Mutant Science Mystic Skill Mystic Science Mystic Science Cosmic Tech Mystic Tech Mutant Cosmic Mix Up Light, Medium and Heavy Attack + Dodge
When I was a beginner, I always enjoyed using light attacks because I was able to get more hit combos like other games like Marvel vs. Capcom. But I soon realized that you need to mix in stronger attacks to be able to kill tough heroes. The basic controls are simple: Light Attacks – Tap once or more for
multiple Medium Attack attacks – Swipe left or right depending on the direction you're facing. Heavy Attacks - Requires you to tap and hold briefly before unleashing powerful blows that cannot be blocked. On the other hand, you are prone to attacks during the Block containment phase – Swipe and hold to
the left or right depending on the direction Try to sneak in heavy attacks while standing away from your opponent. Once they close in you unleash your heavy attacks. Avoiding/dotted lines is also a great way to stall certain battles when things aren't going your way. It requires quick reflexes and some
exercise. You can choose to visit the scenario map that you have beaten to hone your skills there. Special Attacks Special Attacks can change the tide of battle. I saved them when fighting stronger opponents and used them at the best of times where I knew I would have a 100% chance of hitting them
with it. You can use it after they take a few light blows or when they try to attack. You can also use the hero's second/third special attack by letting the special bar fully charged. You can also use special steps beforehand if the bar isn't fully charged. The remaining dispossessed bars will still be there, so
you don't have to worry about wasting any energy. Each hero's Special Abilities have some special abilities that you should pay attention to. You can access it by looking at the champion info section of the champion screen. Here are the special abilites: Bleed – Ignore Armor and Resistance Armor Breaks
– Remove armor for a few seconds, making it easy to handle maximum damage regeneration – Regenerate health after a champion is hit Nullify – Easily remove opponents' special abilities and armor Get More MARVEL Heroes Source: YouTube YouTube you can get more new heroes using the
following method: Daily Crystal - you can call 1-3 star heroes. They may not be the biggest but you work with what you can get. Plus, you get new heroes to complete the campaign stages. Premium Hero Crystal - You will most likely get 2 stars, but you have a higher chance of summoning 3-4 star heroes.
3-4. 100 units for the chance to get premium 4-star heroes. There are no guarantees though. Arena Crystal – Be good in your arena nets arena chips that can be used to have a chance to get a 4 star punisher. Arena event ratings also give you a special hero to become the top player in the arena.
However, these places are usually dominated by the pay to win players, so your chances as an f2p player are very slim. Improve Your Hero Always be sure to check out your hero on the champion screen. Here are some useful tips: you upgrade your hero through ISO-8 and the gold obtained from the
quest and battle Leveling 1/2 star hero will unlock new special abilites you can sell your hero for gold and ISO-8. It's not recommended though. Complete paths that lead to opponents who have higher index values to increase your chances of getting 3-star chests and catalysts. Upgrading Higher Star
Ranked Heroes Gamelytic suggests this: It may be tempting to start improving your hero when you first start the game. Don't do it! Wait until you have a list of 3 star heroes and upgrade it. If you get stuck and really have to increase your lower star hero, start with 2 stars. Never spend your precious ISO-8
on a 1-star hero, unless you've maximized everything else first. Focus on raising your higher star heroes because they have higher potential. Heroes of higher scarcity usually have stronger skills, better statistics, more synergy options. Overall, save your ISO-8. Here is a list of tiers compiled by
Anurag2008 from Hubpages: Tier-1 to Tier-4 Tier-2 to Tier-4 Tier-2 to Tier-3 Tier-1 to Tier-2 Only Tier-2 Heroes Only Tier-1 Heroes Black Panther, Gamora Juggernaut, Punisher Wolverine, Deadpool, Rhino Spiderman, Vision Cyclops, Drax, Iron Man Scarlet Witch Colossus Star Lord Black Bolt, Thor,
Hawkeye Storm, Iron Fist, Ronan Winter Soldier, Abomination There you have it! Go out there and kick your ass! Share Hello, and welcome to the Marvel Contest of Champions Wiki, a database all about Marvel Games and Kabam's Marvel mobile games: Contest of Champions, featuring characters from
Marvel Comics and from movies/TV shows! Mobile users: This site works best in desktop view. To access desktop view on a mobile device, scroll down to the bottom of the page and click Full site. Read all about the latest Event Quests, From the Outside! Read more &gt; Attack: Domain Ultron – Now
starting April 8th! Read more &gt; Sorcerer Supreme enters the Marvel Contest of Champions! Read more &gt; Storm (Pyramid X) enters the Marvel Contest of Champions! Read more &gt; Hello, and congratulations in the Marvel Contest of Champions Wiki, the database is all about Marvel Games and
Kabam's Marvel: Contest of Champions mobile game, featuring characters from the Marvel Comics, Marvel Cinematic Universe, and original characters! We currently host 1,133 articles about Marvel: Contest of Champions, edited by 9 users since its inception on June 7, 2015! Latest News and
Announcements Hello everyone, today is Thursday (Daily Search is being Turbulence ), January 7, 2021 at 2:39 am Central Daylight Time. Here, you can get the latest news on Marvel: Contest of Champions! Marvel Games Wiki Alliance Marvel Contest of Champions Wiki Community content is available
under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Marvel Contest of Champions is a 2014 fight video game[1] developed and published by Kabam. It was released on December 10, 2014 for iOS and Android. [2] The fighting game is primarily set in the Marvel Universe. [3] The game is based largely on the
limited comic book series Contest of Champions events. [5] An arcade version was released in 2019, developed by Raw Thrills and exclusive to Dave's location &amp;amp; Buster. [6] The arcade cabinet claimed that the game was inspired by the Captain Marvel film, but this was done for marketing
purposes. In the Marvel Comics Multiverse, the Marvel Contest of Champions universe was designated Earth-TRN517. Gameplay[edit] Gameplay screenshot shows Spider-Man fighting Captain America in Stark Tower. Players take on the role of Summoner, who is commissioned by The Collector to build
a team of Marvel heroes and villains and pit them against each other in battle. The gameplay is similar to Injustice: Gods Among Us and Mortal Kombat X, where the game's battle arena is created in 3D with 2D planes for superhero movements and actions. New players begin with access to two 1-star
characters, and can work to access additional characters including Captain America, Thor, Doctor Doom, She-Hulk, Dormammu, Namor, Domino, Man-Thing, and Groot. Each of the 176 playable characters can be upgraded, showcasing their own special classes, moves, traits, abilities and moves,
although many share animations. Gameplay has an energy system that limits the number of quest-based battles in which players can compete. Energy is replenished automatically at a set speed over time or players can recharge their energy manually. Energy limits increase when players increase their
level. Game items (such as crystals) that affect the game are found at the end of the search. In addition to searching, users can fight opponents in Versus game mode, pitting their champions against other players in one-on-one matches or three-on-three limited-time arenas. However, opponents are
controlled by AI so it's not an actual real-time player battle. Marvel Contest of Champions requires a persistent Internet connection for single and multiplayer modes. [7] Controls are designed for touch, not adaptation buttons or virtual joysticks. Gameplay includes light, medium, and heavy attack options,
as well as blocks and dodges. Characters can shuffle back or run ahead, and each hero has their own three special attacks (unlocked with ratings and stars), as well as unique abilities and Signature. The Synergy Bonus rewards players for combining characters with unique relationships. For example,
putting Doctor Doom on the same team as Mr. Fantastic Fantastic each team member with a 6% increase in attacks. When the character picks up and handles the damage, the charge meter shows unique movement potential. As players improve their character, stronger special attacks are possible but
can be used less frequently due to higher power costs. [8] Characters can level up using ISO-8 and Gold and move up the rankings with Catalysts, all of which are earned when fighting in Story Quests, special events, and arenas. Iso-8 special class provides a bonus hero of the specified class.
Completing quests provides XP (experience points) and unlocks the ability to add more heroes to a player's search team, up to a maximum of five heroes. In addition to taking part in the global chat feature, players can also join alliances. Alliances allow chatter among other members and provide
opportunities to cooperate in the search for alliances and wars, to gain the glory to rank materials and fractions to form crystals. Another quest to tie in with the release of Avengers: Age of Ultron, the Marvel Contest of Champions was renewed in late April 2015 to include ultron-centric events and
characters. To help Ultron's mission, all players receive black widow, vision, and hulkbuster 2-star characters. The new search, called Ultron Attack, is a limited Story Search; it contains many quests, referred to as Event Quests, and gives new rewards through play. Searches for older shows, including
Ultron's Assault, are now being released in new, more difficult difficult difficulties, known as variants. This variant is a redesigned version of the old quest, with new nodes (which affect the ability of the champion). Event search[edit] Event search is a search that is brought into the game every month and is
active for 35 days at the time the update is released. 5 different levels of routine event search released. These levels, from the lowest to the hardest; Beginner, Normal, Heroic, Master, Uncollected (which requires players to have a level 40 summoner and has defeated The Collector in rounds 5, chapter 2,
quest 6 in story mode) and Cavalier (which requires players to complete Round 6 chapter 1). The search for the show coincides with new characters being released throughout the game. Typically, two characters are released along with an event search. The players also occur in the fight against these
characters for the completion of the event search, as they serve as the boss, usually in the last 2 quests of the event search. Alliances[edit] Alliances are groups or parties to the game, which can include up to 30 players and are private or open in nature. Alliances allow players to earn crystal alliances and
to access alliance quests. These alliances can be created with battle chips or units. Alliances can also take part in Alliance Events, The use of Items, the Use of Criminals or the Advancement of The Mover, each gives the player a reward. Alliance members can assist each other in the search, and alliance
members are ranked in relation to each other. Alliance Alliance able to choose which members become officers, who are able to remove players from their alliances. In the Alliance Wars episode, the two alliances compete head-to-head, with a defense phase in which each alliance will put their own
defenders on the map for other alliances to fight, and an attack phase, in which each alliance will cross the opposition map. Location[edit] There are a number of different locations where the battle takes place. These include: Avengers Tower, Astral Aircraft (overseen by Agamotto's Eye), Sanctum
Sanctorum, Asteroid M, Asgard throne room, Asgard vault, Asgardian power plant, The Kyln, Hell's Kitchen, Knowhere, Savage Land, S.H.I.E.L.D. helicarrier hangar, Sokovia, Grandmaster 'Galactorum', Wakandan necropolis, and Oscorp laboratory. Title[edit] With the two-year anniversary of the game
(Version 11.1 - December 10, 2016), Kabam introduces titles that players can choose from. [9] Players begin with the default summoner title and various other titles are unlocked by fully completing quests or fulfilling other in-game achievements. Arena[edit] Players can fight other players' characters
played by the AI. After winning 3 rounds, players earn gold, battlechips and arena points. After reaching a certain threshold of arena points, a player can earn a ranking award depending on their arena points and their ranking on the arena leaderboard. These arena ranking awards usually contain
champions and crystals. A player can also earn additional rewards with arena milestones earned by earning a certain number of arena points. Players can work with other players up to 2 players to enter the dungeon, where there are 6 enemies and the boss. There are 2 paths on the map and players
must choose to fight enemies from one path. Each enemy has a linked node that the player must defeat to weaken the other enemy. This mode introduces new mechanics called hacks. A player can choose a hack when it comes to hack nodes. After defeating the boss, players can go to the node where
they are presented with 3 options: Revive their team members with 20 percent health, have the option to choose a boss hack or cure the health of 40 percent of all their living teammates. Attacks can give you gold, crystal shards, and a new currency called artifacts. Artifacts can be used to purchase
crystals and crystal fragments from inkursi stores. When the dungeon inkursi is completed the player is awarded points and after reaching a certain point criteria the player is awarded with gold and fractions. The Marvel Contest of Champions character[edit] features many playable heroes and villains, who
are referred to in the game as champions. The playable champion can come in one of six levels, which is not by a series of stars. Not all champions are available at every level, and most can be obtained through basic crystals and a limited time arena that offers two per round, others can only be obtained
through certain crystals, arenas, or special promotions. Each playable champion is assigned to one of six classes: Cosmic, Technological, Mutant, Skill, Science, and Mystic. In some quests, using certain class champions will get players through gates that block other paths. There is also a relationship
between classes, and each has an advantage over the other (for example, Cosmic has an advantage over Tech, Tech over Mutant, Mutant over Skill, etc.). Champions with a top-class advantage over their opponents get a class bonus, increasing their base attack by a certain percentage during the fight.
There are also Combined classes that have an edge over every other class, although only unplayable characters may belong to this class. Some characters, such as The Collector, The Grandmaster, Doombots, Adaptoids, Dark Phoenix, Jessica Jones, Lockjaw and Maestro, are unplayable, serving as
permanent bosses in Story Quests, or as temporary opponents or allies in Event or Alliance Quests. Of the playable champions, ten were originally created for the game: Guillotine, Civil Warrior, King Groot, Morningstar, Symbiote Supreme, Sorcerer Supreme, Venom the Duck, Ægon, Guillotine 2099 and
Storm (Pyramid X). In addition, there are seven trophy champions to play: Goldpool, Platinumpool, Kang, Thanos, Ultron (Classic), Iron Fist (Immortal) and Wolverine (Weapon X). This part needs expansion. You can help by adding it. (May 2017) Kabam's creative director Cuz Parry described the game
as one vs. one, an arcade-style fighting game with multiplayer as well as role-playing elements with a search/story mode where you are pitted against various heroes and villains from the Marvel Universe. [Citation needed] Expanding into China[edit] In April 2015, Kabam and Longtu Games announced
the Marvel Contest of Champions to be published in China at the end of 2015. Some elements of the game were changed for the Chinese market. [10] This version was later shut down and all players were moved to the international version. Comic book adaptation[edit] In June 2015, Marvel announced to
publish a comic book adaptation of the game taking place in the main Marvel universe. The comic also introduces new heroes such as White Fox, a heroine from South Korea, and Guillotine, a French hero with a mystical sword who is the first original character in the game. The Maestro serves as the
antagonist in the series. [11] Realm of Champions[edit] A spin-off mobile game created by Kabam and Marvel Games. Realm of Champions takes place in the same universe, and develops on the story of the Champion Contest. [13] His synopsis states that he united the ruined realm as battleworld and
ruled it until he was mysteriously killed causing the Barons and rule their land. [14] The trailer shows Tony Stark: CEO meeting House of Iron with House of Representatives representatives in secret locations such as Madame Web: Master Master from spider guild, Skaar: Warlord gamma horde, President
Peggy Carter of the Patriot Garrison, Stephen Strange: Ancient One of the Temple Vishanti, War Thor: Warrior Queen of the Asgardian Republic, Logan: Shogun of the Clan Wolverine, Queen Shuri of Wakanda, and Pirate Deadpool (referred to as Deadpool Supreme), Apocalypse: Tony Stark proposes
that they form an upcoming conflict that they can control. The Marvel Contest of champions currency[edit] features 3 major in-game currencies: gold, units, and battlechips, there may be special event currencies. Gold is used to boost champions, buying alliance tickets and items from sigil biting shops.
Units are premium currency used to buy potions, revives, crystals, bundles, mastery items and alliance tickets. Battlechips are used to buy arena crystals that can give you the chance to get gold, units, or Punisher characters, costing you 2,000 battlechips. There are also unked variants that cost 10,000
battlechips and offer more gold, units, and opportunities in the 5-star Punisher. Reception[edit] Marvel Contest of Champions has received a generally positive response. After its release in December 2014, the game was named Editors' Choice on the App Store. As of 2015, it has over 40 million
downloads. [10] [need to update] Update 19.0 caused a problem with the iOS device overheating, but was later fixed. [Citation needed] The game was also nominated for best action game at the 2019 Webby Awards. [17] ^ Shaul, Brandy. Marvel ContestChampions. Retrieved December 11, 2014. ^
Marvel Contest of Champions release date. Retrieved December 15, 2014. ^ Archived copy. Archived from the original on April 21, 2015. Retrieved April 20, 2015.CS1 maint: archived copy as title (link) ^ Marvel's Contest of Champions Comics and Games -A History – SuperHero Reviews and News.
superheroreviews.com. 24, 2016. Sherr, Ian (June 29, 2015). Marvel's Contest of Champions jumps from video game to comic book. Cnet. Retrieved June 12, 2019. ^ Marvel Contest of Champions arcade cabinet. Retrieved August 19, 2019. ^ Fahey, Mike. There's Not Much to Love About the Latest
Marvel Games. Kotaku. Retrieved February 5, 2017. [better source required] ^ ^Marvel Contest of Champions Review: A Superb, Simplified Slugfest – Gamezebo. gamezebo.com. 2, 2015. ^ Marvel Contest of Champions Changelog. playcontestofchampions.com. ^ a b Kabam and Longtu Games
Announce Strategic Agreement to Launch Marvel Champion Contest in China. marketwatch.com. ^ Marvel Announces Series of Champion Contests From Ewing, Medina. comicbookresources.com. 29, 2015. ^ CHAMPION CONTEST #1: Are You Inconsolable?. Comics. Retrieved June 11, 2019. ^ NYCC
2019: Be Your Own Marvel Superhero and Conquer the World of Battle With All-New Games Realm of Champions' | News | Marvel. Marvel Entertainment. Retrieved October 5, 2019. 2019. ^ Marvel Contest of Champions for iPhone/iPad Reviews. Metacritic. Retrieved April 20, 2015. Musgrave, Shaun
(December 19, 2014). 'Marvel Contest Of Champions' Review - So Where's the Mango Sentinel?. TouchArcade. Retrieved September 8, 2020. ^ 2019 winner. Webby's award. April 23rd, 2019. Retrieved April 24, 2019. Video game portal Speculative fiction portal
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